An Acrostic Poem about Neil Armstrong

Not long ago, in 1969, Neil Armstrong headed for the Moon

Excitedly when he arrived, he said “That’s one small step for man, one giant leap for all mankind!”

In the Apollo spacecraft he was not alone, Buzz Aldrin and Michael Collins joined him too

Long days and nights they spent together soaring among the stars in space

America won the space race! The President would be thrilled!

Right before they landed though, disaster almost struck

Massive craters were the landing site and the fuel was nearly out

So, the astronauts took control to find a landing spot that was smooth and safe and...

Touchdown!

Ready to go, the intrepid explorers went to walk upon the Moon!

Out in the vast space, stars shone bright and the Earth looked like a little blue dot.

Neil and the crew soon headed home, amazed by their adventure

Grounded again on Earth, they brought the Earth a present – Moon rocks!